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THE STORY AND BOOK OF VIRTUE

T he S t o r y o f V I R T U E
CHAPTER 1 - 3
• From its inception VIRTUE, Inc.’s origins have been in Fundraising, with the hope to
mature into a viable resource for the community. Ample contributions to the families are
made but the dream was for giving to not only be substantial but sustaining.
CHAPTER 4 - 7
• VIRTUE was ushered into her time of Residential Services. During
which she was able to provide Residential Treatment for adolescents.
CHAPTER 8
• As years progressed VIRTUE was able to provide services
for adults. Among those were Cap Services/Wrap Around
services, and Supervised Living/Group Living Moderate
CHAPTER 9
• Having experienced both the Adolescent and Adult populations
VIRTUE was led to combine knowledge and experience and seized
the opportunity to become what was the proudest service in becoming a Child Placing Agency providing
Therapeutic Foster Care.
CHAPTER 10 - 11
Emotional Devastation and Loss of immeasurable magnitude
• The dark years are times we choose not to dwell on except to say
VIRTUE made the choice to pause operations to attend to the needs
of our Mother at home during almost a year long coma that ended
in her death. We are grateful and thank God that he welcomed back
home one of his angels (RIP).

CHAPTER 13
• We felt equipped having weathered such seemingly
insurmountable storms service delivery within Mental Health can bring. We began providing Diagnostic
Assessments, Intensive In Home Services, Community Support Team and Outpatient Therapy.
CHAPTER 14
• Throughout the Mental Health chapters of VIRTUE
Inc.’s life there has been moderate grassroots
fundraising and awards but not to the degree she
was created for. With this in mind a laborious
decision was made not to pursue CABHA but to continue service provision on a much
smaller scale. Becoming Endorsed by Partners (formerly Pathways) on June 13 to provide
Substance Abuse Services (SAIOP & SCOT), shortly thereafter Pathways
became Partners and the onslaught of MCO
requirements began. The promise of reciprocity from Pathways to Partners was abandoned. Meaning the process completed and endorsed on the June13 would have to be
repeated on June 26. This action solidified that the trust to remain in Mental Health was
not well placed, prompting a long overdue hiatus from MH/DD/SAS service delivery.
CHAPTER 15
• As VIRTUE, Inc. enters her next chapter we embark upon a vision to return to our
roots of giving back. Stay tuned for all the grass roots efforts that have always
been the heartbeat and breath of this organization. 2015 promises to be the
beginning of an era of giving back substantially from a place of VIRTUE

CHAPTER 12
• Attempts to return to the service we were most passionate about
(Therapeutic Foster Care) found us up against an insurmountable
wall. VIRTUE was unable to return to our hearts desire despite
assurances made and to due to being swept into the wave of New
Providers.

The End to Begin Again...

